In this paper we consider the placement of scalable video data on single and multiple disks for storage and real-time retrieval. For the single disk case, we extend the principle of constant frame grouping from CBR to VBR scalable video data. When the number of admitted users exceeds the server capacity, the rate of data sent to each user is reduced to relieve the disk system overload, offering a graceful degradation in comparison with nonscalable data. We examine the qualities of video reconstructions obtained from a real disk video server and find the scalable video more visually appealing.
Introduction
In this paper we consider storage and retrieval of scalable video data. By scalable we mean a video sequence coded such that subsets of the full-resolution video bit stream can be decoded to recreate lower-quality or lower-resolution videos. Many applications can take advantage of a scalable compression scheme. For example, in a video-on-demand system, a digital cable television company may wish to provide different customers with different levels of service: a customer with an HDTV set will want much higher-quality and higher-resolution video than a customer with a small conventional television. The workstation scenario can also take advantage of scalable video. Consider a video server connected to a network of workstations -as users open windows of different sizes to watch video segments, the server must provide videos with different rates and resolutions to accommodate the different users.
In the above applications, the storage ofscalable video provides the following benefits. First, scalable compression of video sequences is more storage efficient in that it eliminates the need for storing multiple copies of the video at different rates and resolutions in the server. Second, when too many users request video from a server, the storage of scalable video permits the server to gracefully degrade, i.e. to reduce the bit rates of the videos sent to each user in order to service all users. Without scalable video, the server would not be able to service all of the requests simultaneously.
Keeton and Katz [12] consider the problem of scalable video data layout on parallel disk arrays in a standard file server environment. They examine issues of striping data across multiple disks and evaluate their placement strategies in simulation by measuring average request service times. Chiueh and Katz [9] consider the specific case of storing scalable video coded in a Laplacian or Gaussian pyramid. Their simulations show that the use of scalable video greatly increases the I/O rate and decreases the waiting time as compared to full-rate nonscalable video. Chen et al. [6] propose a method of staggering scalable data blocks in order to achieve better load balancing and reduce buffer requirements in a conventional file system.
The use of scalable video in interactive servers has also been studied. We have previously presented a segment skipping scheme to implement pause, reverse scan, and forward scan [1] . Chen et al. have modified the segment skipping idea by load balancing disks through offset placement and retrieval methods [5] . In addition, they performed visual tests and showed segment skipping as a viable means of browsing video at different speeds. Paek et al. {13] focus on reducing the interactivity delay of segment skipping by trading off disk utilization. An alternative to segment skipping has been proposed by Dey et al. [10] ; in their system, users who browse video at speed N consume N times the normal playback bandwidth. They use statistical multiplexing to provide statistical quality of service guarantees. In addition, they use scalability to trade off delay in providing service.
Work has also been done on scalability and interactivity for MPEG video. In [2] we presented one method of MPEG frame rearranging to create a scalable bitstream. Chen et al. [7, 8] use our frame rearrangement method for variable-speed browsing. They account for the increased bandwidth of browsing users by gracefully degrading the service of other users. Paek et al. [13] also propose using our MPEG frame rearrangement method in conjunction with frequency scaling to reduce interactivity delay. Finally, Shenoy and Yin [14] Table 1 : System parameters interactive browsing of MPEG video using a combination of temporal and frequency scaling to reduce disk overhead. In addition, they amortize the remaining disk overhead over an array of disks to minimize the effect on other users.
In previous work [1] , we have presented a general strategy for scalable data placement on disk that maximizes the total data transfer rate for an arbitrary distribution of requested data rates. That strategy consisted of two main concepts: constant frame grovpirzg to order data rate layers within one storage unit on disk, and periodic interleaving to arrange the storage units on multiple disks. In this paper, we build on those concepts as follows. We first present our disk model and scalable compression scheme in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we extend the principle of constant frame grouping to incorporate variable bit rate (VBR) video data placement on a single disk. In experimental tests, we exploit the scalability to demonstrate storage efficiency and graceful degradation. In Sect. 4 , we prove that the use of periodic interleaving always results in a lower delay than striping across multiple disks for a given number of users. We present our conclusions in Sect. 5.
System parameters
We begin by defining some basic assumptions about our video server system. The periodic nature of video service naturally leads to a round-robin scheduling scheme. We define a service round as the smallest periodic unit of time in which the server sends some data to each user to ensure real-time playback capability. In each service round, the disk must therefore perform at least one seek and one read for each user, as we assume users do not batch requests with other users. The server itself is composed of one or more disks and a dual buffer system [3, 16] .In each service round, data is read from disk and sent to one buffer, while previously-read data is sent from the other buffer to each user at the corresponding playback consumption rate. At the end of each service round, the buffers switch roles. Thus the start delay in the single-disk system is one service round, the amount of time required to fill one buffer. Using this dual buffer assumption, we are not constrained to schedule the users on the disk in any given order, other than to ensure every user is scheduled within a given service round. We assume the user requests in each service round are scheduled according to the SCAN algorithm.
We model our disk as an ideal device with a constant read rate Rd and seek time T3 . Our scalable video server uses an HP C3325W hard drive, and we measure the raw read rate Rd to be 42200 kilobits/second (kb/s). To arrive at a seek time estimate, we use conservative bounds for both the disk seek and rotation times to ensure that there is no possibility of disk overload, i.e. a service round in which the time necessary to service all of the users exceeds the round duration. To find the worst case seek time, we assume r requests are evenly spaced across the total disk tracks such that there is an equal number of tracks between each requested read unit. The reason for doing so is that this has been shown to maximize the total seek time under the SCAN algorithm [16] and as such results in a conservative upper bound for seek time. We show later in this section that we can serve at most r = 19 full-rate requests for our chosen service duration; this results in a worst case disk track seek time of about 10 ms [3] . By adding this pessimistic seek time to the worst-case rotation. time of 11 ms for a full disk revolution, we obtain the worst case total seek time estimate T8 = 21 ms
The video sequence we use is a set of scenes from Raiders of the Lost Ark. We concatenate five different scenes from the movie to form a single 2496-frame sequence at 24 SIF-sized frames per second. To compress the video, we In this paper, we choose our service round duration TSR to minimize the sum of the disk and buffer cost per user [3] . The number of users served and hence TSR depends on the distribution of users' requested video bit rates. In the remainder of this section, we find the "optimal" value of TSR for the case when all users request full rate video; this optimal value is used throughout most of this paper for users requesting full rate video. We now describe a way to compute the cost associated with a chosen value of TSR . Our video sequence is coded at 24 frames per second (fps) , and we have chosen to use two levels of temporal filtering in the subband codec, resulting in each group-of-pictures (GOP) containing four frames. If we choose not to split any GOPs across disk storage units, our minimum resolution of storage is then one GOP, with a real time duration of one-sixth of a second. To maximize disk utilization, we allow only one seek and one read per user in each service round. Thus we consider service round durations of multiples of one-sixth of a second. Given our assumption of one read unit per service round, we find the read time Tr by dividing the amount of full-rate video by the disk read rate: T,. RTSR/Rd. We define disk efficiency to be the ratio of read time to the sum of read and seek times: Ed Tr/(T,. + T8).
With a 100% efficient disk, we could serve a number of users equal to the ratio of disk read rate to video bit rate. Otherwise, we multiply this ratio by the disk efficiency to find the maximum number of users we can serve:
Note that this expression is equivalent to solving the service time constraint [1, 16] for the number of users U, assuming all users request the same rate of video. This constraint prevents disk overload by limiting the total read and seek times required by all users in one service round to the round duration:
(RTR+T)<T (1) The disk cost is found by multiplying the current price of disk storage, $0.25 per MB, by the amount of data contained in a 2-hour movie at the full video bit rate of 1330 kb/s, and adding the cost of a disk controller, $200. We calculate the buffer usage by assuming a dual buffer system. Thus the buffer per user is twice the amount of data that is served at full rate in TSR seconds. We then assume the price of memory to be $15 per MB and calculate the buffer cost accordingly. Table 3 shows cost as a function of service round duration using the above approach. As seen, the total system cost is minimized at TSR of one second. Once we have chosen the service round duration, the number of frames per service round, N9, is also fixed at 24. This value, N9, will be shown to influence the data placement strategy in Sect. 3. Finally, our choice of TSR results in V = 104 rounds of video for our 2496-frame sequence.
Data placement for scalable video
To analyze data placement for scalable video, we first consider the basic case of CBR video. Our primary goal is to maximize the bit rate throughput and number of users serviced simultaneously. Thus we must maximize the disk We now consider the more complex case of VBR video. We have shown in previous work [3] that the use of VBR video can reduce the total system cost by up to a factor of 3 in comparison with the strategy of padding the VBR video trace to achieve a constant data rate. Thus we extend the principle of constant frame grouping to the storage of scalable VBR video.
In general, storage of VBR video is not as straightforward as that of CBR video. For CBR video, the data can be stored and retrieved in constant-sized data blocks without riskingjitter free, real-time video delivery [1, 16] . For VBR data, the block sizes to be written to and read from the disk cannot be chosen as easily as for CBR data. The basic issue is whether to store and retrieve data in unequal amounts to conform to the real-time playback duration, or to store and retrieve the data in equal-sized blocks for each user, utilizing buffer memory to provide real-time variable bit rate for playback. We call the first method Constant Time Length (CTL) data placement and the second method Constant Data Length (CDL) . Finally, we can consider a hybrid system in which data is stored in CDL blocks, but the number of blocks to be retrieved varies with the playback consumption requirements. In previous work [3] , we have shown that CDL requires too much buffer, but both CTL and hybrid data placement are viable strategies: CTL is slightly more efficient, while hybrid results in lower fragmentation.
In Sect. 3.1 we consider CTL storage of scalable data. We then consider hybrid data placement of scalable data in Sect. 3.2. Finally we present experimental results in Sect. 3.3.
Storage of scalable VBR video using CTL data placement
We now consider CTL data placement for the scalable VBR video sequence generated by the 3-D subband coder described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we defined CTL as a data placement strategy in which stored block sizes are proportional to their corresponding playback bit rates. For CTL data placement, the extension of the constant frame grouping strategy from the CBR case is straightforward. Assuming a constant frame rate, there will be a constant number of frames, N9 , in each block stored on disk. To apply the constant frame grouping strategy, we rearrange the rate layers in each stored block such that Ng frames of each layer are stored together, just as in the CBR case. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a CTL data block with an Ng of three and four data layers. As seen, the data placement is conceptually no different than that of the CBR case as shown in Fig. 1 . The only difference is that each rate layer of each frame may be of different size. The different frame sizes may result in service rounds with disk overload [3] . As in the CBR case, disk overloads will result in complete dropouts for nonscalable video but graceful degradation for scalable video. In the VBR case, however, the overload rounds will not happen periodically but instead randomly with a probability distribution based on the number of users simultaneously requesting video [3] .
3.2 Storage of scalable VBR video using hybrid data placement CTL data placement has been shown to be highly efficient, but it results in high fragmentation for real-time video editing or replacement [3] . One data placement scheme that reduces the fragmentation problem is a hybrid CTL-CDL data placement scheme that stores constant-sized blocks but retrieves a variable number of blocks for each user in each service round [17] . The fragmentation is reduced because the blocks are constant-sized, and varying the number of retrieved blocks greatly reduces the amount of buffer required as compared to a straight CDL system [3] .
There are two main differences between the hybrid system and the CTL system. First, the read units in the hybrid system are much more coarsely quantized than those of the CTL system; whereas each full-rate user in a CTL system can read hundreds of contiguous 1-kB disk sectors per round, each full-rate user in the hybrid system reads only a few large non-contiguous blocks of data. The other difference is that there are no seeks between each sector of a CTL read, whereas there is a seek before each large block of data read for a user of the hybrid system. Specifically, hybrid system users reading multiple blocks in one round must perform multiple seeks to access those blocks.
For standard nonscalable hybrid data placement and retrieval, we begin by calculating the average bit rate of the entire video sequence to be stored. We then choose a service round duration TSR and assume we read an average of one data block in each service round. Our data block size is then equal to the average bit rate multiplied by TSR. We next calculate the cumulative user data consumption and the number of blocks that are required to be read in each round to keep up with the consumption. Unused data at the end of each round is buffered to be used in the next round.
One approach to storing the hybrid blocks in a scalable format would be to use constant frame grouping on each block, that is to sort the data within each block by resolution. In this case, users would retrieve the same number of blocks regardless of requested bit rate; only the amount read in each block would vary. Since we wish to reduce the total number of seeks, we sort the data within each set of blocks read by a user in one service round. For example, if a user retrieves two blocks of data in one round to keep up with the consumption rate, then we sort the data to start with the lowest layer data for both blocks, followed by the next higher layer for both blocks, etc. An example is shown in Fig. 3 for a set of two hybrid data blocks with four data layers.
Hybrid data block #1
Hybrid data block #2 Figure 3: Scalable hybrid data placement, Ng 3, R 4
As in the CTL case, we use an admission control based on the statistics of the video. Thus overload rounds will occur randomly depending on the variation in the requested bit traces. In the following section we experimentally examine the effects of these overloads.
Experimental results
We use our real video server to test the consecutive frame grouping strategy for VBR video. To demonstrate the effects of scalability, we admit a large number of users such that the total time required to service all users may exceed the service round duration. Thus we require an intelligent disk scheduling algorithm to avoid causing a video delay or jitter to users. The SCAN algorithm assumes that the time required to service all of the users will not exceed the service round duration. By admitting too many users, we no longer provide that guarantee. Therefore, we modify the SCAN algorithm in our video server to first calculate the total read and seek time required by all of the users admitted on the disk, using the worst-case seek time estimate from Sect. 2. If this total exceeds the service round duration, users will have their rates reduced in an uniform fashion in round-robin sequence until the time constraint in Eq. (1) is satisfied.
This new data scheduling algorithm handles nonscalable and scalable video differently. For the nonscalable case, users have their rates reduced to zero temporarily to relieve overload. For example, if 11 users are being served, but the server capacity is only 10 users, then a user watching video will experience a one-round dropout every 10 rounds. For the scalable case, users are scaled down to the next lower rate by dropping the highest layer. Intuitively, users in the scalable video system will experience more drops, but each drop will be of smaller magnitude. We now compare the qualities of the reconstructed scalable and nonscalable video streams. For the nonscalable streams, we assume the video freezes during a dropout , displaying the last transmitted frame for the duration of the service round.
To determine the exact number of users to admit, we use a statistical admission control strategy [3] as follows:
. Assume user i requires a random amount of data with probability density function (pdf) p (x) . For CTL, this is measured in kilobytes; for hybrid, it is measured in number of hybrid data blocks. The pdf's are assumed to be known, since the server can precisely compute the histograms at the time the videos are stored.
. Assume U -1 users on the system, and consider admitting user U. . Compute Pagg (x) , the pdf of the aggregate resource required by U users by convolving their pdf's, Pagg (x) = p1(x) *p2(x) * ... *pu(x).
. Integrate the aggregate pdf beyond the disk threshold limit, to find the probability of overload, P0(U). For CTL, the disk threshold limit is Rd(TSR -UT3); for hybrid, it is LTS+,QCk i.
. If P0(U) exceeds the chosen failure threshold, reject the user; otherwise, admit. For our tests, we choose a failure threshold of i03.
We now test the scalable VBR data placement strategies on our real disk video server by increasing the disk threshold limit, using a value of 2TSR in place of TSR. In Fig. 4 , we see the effects of scalability on both CTL and hybrid placement. Using nonscalable video, overloads occur approximately every other service round. Scalable video, however, eliminates the dropouts by reducing the peak SNR. In effect, it amortizes the overload over all service rounds to provide a more steady quality of service. The reconstructed video for the scalable case is thus more visually pleasing because the scalable video compression scheme exploits the fact that not all bits are of equal value; each user always receives the most important bits required in each service round. It is interesting to note that the average bit rate each user receives is lower in the scalable case because each user requires a seek in every service round. In the nonscalable case, users that are downgraded in any given service round retrieve no data and thus require no disk seeks. Thus the scalable data results in a lower average bit rate with higher subjective quality.
We find that, as expected, the hybrid data placement is slightly less efficient than CTL due to the increased number of seeks; for the 2 TSR limit, CTL serves 34 full-rate users, and hybrid serves 29. The scalable hybrid placement strategy, however, results in less degradation than the scalable CTL strategy. As seen in Fig. 4 , the average PSNR drop from the full-rate to the scaled reconstruction is 6 dB for CTL, as compared to 4 dB for hybrid. This occurs because in the hybrid case the number of seeks required by each user falls as the rate is scaled down, improving the disk efficiency and average retrieved video bit rate. For example, in Fig. 3 , users who are served rate 1 video will only do one seek to read one block, while users served rates 2, 3, or 4 will do two seeks to read both blocks. In the CTL case, the number of seeks remains constant, at one seek per read. Thus the hybrid scheme may become more efficient as users are served videos of lower bit rates. To accurately compare the two schemes, we admit the same number of users and measure the total bit rate throughputs. By admitting 18 users to both systems, CTL has a throughput of 23200 kb/s, and hybrid has a throughput of 21700 kb/s. By admitting 34 users to both systems, CTL has a throughput of 12000 kb/s, and hybrid has a throughput of 16900 kb/s. The smaller drop in disk efficiency for the hybrid scheme occurs because we apply constant frame grouping across sets of blocks as shown in Fig. 3 ; if we were to sort each block separately, the total throughput would drop more as in the CTL case. Thus hybrid data placement shows a throughput advantage in high overload conditions.
Multiple Disk Video Storage
In the last section we have examined our video server that uses a single disk in a round-robin environment. In this section, however, we consider the issues of interleaving and striping multiple videos on a multiple disks. Many real video servers will require multiple disks, as a 2-hour movie coded at the MPEG-i rate of i.2 Mb/s requires 1 gigabyte of disk storage. In addition, by spreading out multiple videos across multiple disks, the potential number of users that can choose any one video is increased. This is useful in video-on-demand applications in which select videos are requested far more often than others. If each disk can service U users, and there are Nd disks, then an ideal placement strategy would partition a popular video across the disks such that UNd users could access the video simultaneously under a wide range of request patterns.
In the case of redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAID), data is typically striped across multiple disks, resulting in one user accessing many disks simultaneously. The main benefit of redundancy is robustness in the event of disk failure. In addition, some RAID levels allow the disk array to provide higher aggregate throughput to individual requests. For example, data is interleaved across disks at the bit level in RAID-3 and at the sector level in RAID-4 and RAID-5. Thus, one unit of video data that spans multiple sectors will span multiple disks. As a result of the higher throughput due to simultaneous multiple disk access, individual requests require less time to access {11] ; this has in part motivated the use of striped disk arrays for video storage [12, 9] . For video retrieval, the data read from different disks correspond to the same time index of video. In the case of scalable video, the data may correspond to different layers of one read unit [12, 9] . A video server in which data is evenly striped across all disks results in a perfectly load balanced disk array; upon admission, a new user can begin access to any video in the system.
As an alternative to striping, we consider a periodic interleaving technique [1] , as shown in Fig. 5 . In this technique, consecutive storage units are placed on consecutive disks instead of being placed on the same disk. Thus each user accesses only one disk in a service round to minimize the number of total disk seeks required. Service rounds on different disks are the same duration and synchronized with each other, so the disks operate in a lock-step manner [1 7] . As an example, in Fig. 5 , a user watches video 1 by reading unit 1 from disk 1 in the first round . In the second round, the user retrieves unit 2 from disk 2, and so on. After the user has retrieved Nd units in this manner by cycling through the entire disk array, the user reads unit Nd + 1 from disk 1 in round Nd + 1 . This pattern of access is shown by the arrows in the figure. Switching across disks does not require additional disk seeks and therefore does not lower the system bit rate throughput.
Although interleaving does not affect the maximum bit rate throughput or number of users that can be serviced, the main benefit to interleaving videos is an increase in the flexibility of user requests. Assuming again that each disk can service U users, UNd users can access a single popular video with the condition that at most U users can be in phase, modulo Nd. In addition, users can effectively pause or browse videos at different speeds by moving across the disks at a rate other than one per round [1] . In the case that the video server is serving the maximum capacity of users, these functions are limited: pauses must be of duration MNd rounds, and browsing must be done at a speed of MNd. This is necessary to keep the interactive users in phase with the other users occupying the full server. However, if the server is not full, there will be more flexibility in the duration and speeds of the interactive functions. This is equivalent to the user leaving the system and requesting readmission starting from a different disk; we show in the following section that this admission delay drops rapidly as the number of available "slots" in the server increases.
Paek et al. have shown that striping and interleaving lie at the opposite ends of a spectrum of placing videos across multiple disks [13] . Specifically, they define a segmentation level S that specifies how many segments each read unit is divided into. Each segment is then placed on a separate disk. For example, in our periodic interleaving scheme, the read units are not divided at all, and so S = 1 . We will also refer to this placement as "fully interleaved." For a striped scheme, each read unit is divided across all Nd disks in a disk array, S = Nd . We will also refer to this placement as "fully striped." Paek et al. show a tradeoff between admission delay and disk utilization efficiency by varying S [13], but we show in the following section that by fixing the user capacity and considering disk buffer delay, increasing S results in greater total system delay.
System Delay: Interleaving vs. Striping
In this section we examine the delay of a user waiting to access a video stored on an array of Nd disks. We assume that the user makes the request at the beginning of a service round and that the disk system has capacity to handle the additional user. There are two components of a multiple-disk system delay: admission delay and disk buffer delay. Admission delay is the time required for the admission control to admit the user to the disk with the requested data. Disk buffer delay is always one round, the time required to fill one buffer in a dual buffer system. In a perfectly load-balanced disk array, the admission delay will be zero, since we have assumed that the disk array has the capacity to handle an additional user. The admission delay only takes on positive values when there is insufficient capacity on disks containing the requested data; this can only occur in an unbalanced array as follows. For admission control, we must first determine which disks contain the first read unit of the requested video. The user then applies for admission on those disks, and each disk operates its own admission control independently of the other disks. If all of the disks contain enough capacity to handle the additional user, the user is admitted.
Otherwise, the user is rejected and applies for admission in the next service round. In an array without perfect load balancing, all of the users switch disks at the end of each service round.
A user who requests data from a fully-interleaved system as shown in Fig. 5 will apply for admission at only one disk. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the user requests data from disk 1 at service round 1. To consider the worst case delay scenario, assume that the system only has the capacity for one additional user, consisting of an open "slot" at disk 2 at round 1 . Then the user must wait Nd -1 rounds for the current users to cycle through all of the disks and for the slot to appear at disk 1 . Thus the maximum delay for the fully-interleaved system is Nd -1 rounds. Paek et czl. have shown that the maximum admission delay for a system with segmentation level S is Nd/S -1 rounds [13] .
In comparing the fully-interleaved system with a fully-striped system, we see that the worst-case total delay of the interleaved system is Nd rounds, while that of the striped system is only one round. However, the worst case scenarios do not show that the total delay is a function of the current user load and system capacity. We now present an analysis to show the counterintuitive result that at any user load, a striped system has higher mean delay than an interleaved system, provided they both have the same user capacities.
Consider an array of Nd disks. We will compare two systems: a fully interleaved system with S=1, and a partially striped system with S=2, as the analysis can be extended to compare systems with higher segmentation levels. Assume the disk transfer rate is Rd and users all request CBR video at a bit rate of R0.
We begin by computing the maximum number of users served for both disk systems with respect to the service round duration TSR. For the S=1 system, we use Eq. (1) to find the maximum number of users we can service on one disk.
Tread + T3 RcR T8 (2) Then the total number of users we can serve on Nd disks is Utotal,S1 = NdUma,S1 = Nd RTSR+ T8 (3) For the S=2 system, the data is striped such that each user accesses a pair of disks in a service round. Each of the two disks in the pair sends data at a rate of R/2 to the user for the combined requested bit rate of R . By comparing Eqs. (3) and (5), we see that in order to serve the same number of users, the 5=2 system must have twice the service round duration TSR of the S=1 system.
Let the actual number of users on the 5=1 system be U E [0, NdUmax,51) and the number of available slots be N3 NdUmax,S1 -U. We have shown in [4] that the mean admission delay for a user seeking admission to one disk assuming N8 randomly distributed slots on Nd independent disks is %-rounds. Assuming the service round duration TSR IS T seconds, the total delay in seconds for the S=1 system is:
Ds1=T(1+) (6) We now consider an 5=2 system with service round duration TSR = 2T such that it can serve the same number of users as the S=1 system. Since the 5=2 system has Nd/2 independent pairs of disks, the admission delay is Nd/2-1 .
N+i rounds. Thus the total delay of the 5=2 system in seconds is:
By comparing Eqs. (6) and (7), we see that the total delay for the 5=2 system is always higher than that of the S=1 system for the same user capacity Utotai, and number of available slots N3. The same analysis can be extended to compare striping levels S=2 and S=4, S=4 and S=8, etc. The basic conclusion is that delay increases with striping level.
4-Disk Array Example
To verify our theory with simulation, we consider a 4-disk array, each disk having the parameters given in Sect. 2. We choose four evenly spaced bit rates to interleave and stripe across the four disks: 253, 506, 759, and 1012 kb/s.
Thus there are four rate layers, each at 253 kb/s. We show the data placement patterns in Fig. 6 . Different rate layers are shown by different textures, as indicated in the legend at the left, while each time index, corresponding to a user access, is enclosed in dashed lines' . For the S=1 system, we use the constant frame grouping principle of Sect. 3 to construct data units consisting of all four rate layers. We do no striping and place consecutive data units on consecutive disks. Thus the user cycles through one disk per round, completing the cycle in four rounds. For the 5=2 system, we stripe data across a pair of disks by storing the first two layers on one disk and the other two layers on the other disk, as shown in Fig. 6 . For the next time index, we stripe another pair of units across the other pair of disks. Thus the user cycles through two disks per round, completing the cycle in two rounds. Finally, for the 5=4 system, we fully stripe the data across the disks by placing one layer per disk. Thus the user retrieves data equally from all four disks in one round.
i: Layer 1 We compare theoretical system delay curves for 5=1, S=2, and 5=4 in Fig. 7 . For each segmentation level S, we plot the total system delay over the range of [Um; , Umax,)
for these values of TSR: 1/6, 1/3, 2/3, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16. As seen, for all TSR, a system with lower segmentation level S can serve more users. Since we are allowed to choose TSR as a parameter of the system, in Fig. 8 we plot the minimum of the entire family of curves generated by TSR , M = [1 ,2, . . . , 120] seconds. It is clearly seen that a system with lower segmentation level S has a lower delay for the same number of users over the entire range of users.
We use simulations to verify the delays of the 5=1 and S=2 systems. The S=4 system is known to have no admission delay and is thus not tested, since the total system delay is just the disk buffer delay of one service round. We choose a service round duration of TSR = 1 second and assume the user request lengths are randomly distributed between 1 second and two hours. In Fig. 9 we show the theoretical and simulation total delays for the 5=1 and 5=2 systems over the range of [Um;x , Umac,S)
. As seen, the simulations confirm our theoretical results.
Conclusions
We have proposed two methods of storing VBR scalable video using the principle of constant frame grouping and implemented our techniques on our real disk video server. Our results demonstrated the advantages of scalability in providing a more flexible range of user rates and also graceful degradation in times of disk overload. In the multiple-disk case, we have shown that periodic interleaving results in lower system delay than striping in a video server using round-robin scheduling. In addition, the use of periodic interleaving allows limited interactive functions such as pause and segment skipping, but more work remains to be done to improve these functions. Finally, we have 'In striped systems for scalable video, Chen et al. have shown the benefits of staggering the data units by rotating the blocks within each time index [6] . This does not affect the performance when all users read full-rate video, as we assume in the current example.
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